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Executive Summary
Onshore wind is a UK success story. The UK is now the
world’s sixth biggest wind market with 12GW of wind energy
installed on and offshore, delivering almost 10% of our
electricity needs in 2014. Over half of this is from onshore wind.

As onshore wind is the cheapest
means of delivering the UK’s low
carbon objectives it makes sense
for this growth to continue. Already
cheaper than other renewable
sources and new nuclear; by 2020
adoption of best practice, use of
innovation and development of new
technology will make it cheaper than
new gas generation1.
It is fitting that the UK is one of the
world’s leading wind energy markets.
Not only is the UK the windiest nation
in Europe; the modern day wind
turbine was invented here in the
1970s. UK companies were amongst
the early renewable energy pioneers.
However, at the time this opportunity
was overlooked by many, meaning
that patents and investments
migrated abroad, notably to Denmark
and Germany, but subsequently
to countries like the USA, Spain,
India and China. Yet despite these
challenges, the onshore wind
industry has succeeded in delivering
significant economic benefits to the
UK, and has made great efforts to
maximise spend in the UK; at the
national level and also locally around
individual sites.
In 2012 RenewableUK and DECC
jointly commissioned BIGGAR
Economics to evaluate the level of UK
and local content of our onshore wind

industry. Our report identified the
percentage of onshore wind investment
coming to the UK at the development,
construction and operation phases
of UK projects, and calculated the
investment value of this work.
That report catalogued the
experience of many local economies
throughout the UK over 2008 to 2011,
which saw benefit from significant
direct, supply chain and wider
economic benefits. It showed that
despite being reliant on imported
turbines for larger projects (though
UK small scale turbine manufactures
remain world leaders), UK companies
were working hard to maximise UK
content and to ensure that economic
benefit was shared locally.
This 2015 report, again
commissioned from BIGGAR
Economics, updates that earlier
work. It clearly demonstrates that
since 2011, our onshore wind
industry has grown in size. This
has led to increased UK investment
and increased numbers of people
working in our industry. But, most
significantly, our new analysis shows
that the UK’s onshore wind sector
has also succeeded in increasing
the level of UK content derived
from onshore wind farms, and also
increased the proportion of spending
which happens around local projects.

UK developers know that onshore
wind energy is supported by a clear
majority of people. They also know
however, that when proposing a local
scheme they must demonstrate that
the impacts are manageable, and
that there are local benefits. Today
it is clear that wind farms contribute
to the local area via rates payments,
community benefit, electricity bill
reductions, and also from local
employment.
The fact that onshore wind
investment has grown, and that for
each £1 spent a higher proportion is
now flowing into the UK and into our
local economies can only be good
news. Today more than ever, you
can stand at the base of a turbine
and be confident that the majority of
investment flows into the UK.

Progress between
2012 and 2014
Our analysis of economic impact of
onshore wind shows that there has
been a growth in onshore wind’s
contribution to the UK. Between 2012
and 2014 the gross value added
(GVA2) that onshore wind contributed
to the UK economy increased by
65% from £548m to £906m.
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“

The percentage of
spend coming into
the UK has increased
for development
and construction
phases, though not
for operations and
maintenance.”
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Change in contracts accrued by study area, 2011–2014
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Development
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The percentage of spend coming
into the UK has increased for
development and construction
phases, though not for operations
and maintenance (O&M). We
have also seen the percentage of
spending within the English region/
devolved nation level increase for
the development and construction
phases, though not for O&M where
we have witnessed a shift of spend
to UK level. This trend towards
increased spending at the level of
the region/nation and at the local
level during the development and
construction phases is possibly the
result of site operators working hard
to optimise onshore wind costs by (a)
establishing local support teams cited
at individual sites or clusters, and
(b) focusing asset management and
monitoring in single UK locations. For
example, Natural Power Consultants
now manages over 30% of the UK’s
onshore wind farms, as well as an
increasing number of sites outside
the UK, from its Control Centre near
Castle Douglas in Scotland.

Development
(2014)

Construction
(2011)

Construction
(2014)

O&M
(2011)

O&M
(2014)

Share of Investment, 2014
MW
(end 2014)

Jobs
per MW

GVA
per MW (£)

% of UK
spending

12,113

0.54

40,631

98%

1,487

2.49

159,251

48%

7,936

0.43

22,347

87%

Development
Per
MW Jobs (UK)
Construction
Operation & Maintenance

Development

Con

2.5

How is investment
spread across a wind
2.0
farm’s lifetime?

We calculate that for each 1 MW
of installed capacity:
– 98% of development expenditure
is within the UK
– 48% of construction expenditure
is within the UK
– 87% of O&M expenditure is within
the UK
– 69% of total expenditure is within
the UK

While it is useful to know how much
1.5
investment is coming into the UK
because of onshore wind, it’s also
helpful to look at what stages of
the project life this comes. We
1.0
have analysed figures across the
development, construction and O&M
phases of projects.
0.5

The development stage is when wind
farm proposals are being developed
0and environmental assessments are
being1undertaken.
The
construction
2
3
4
1
2
1
2
3
phase will include the cost of the
turbine and associated equipment as
well as related civil engineering work.
This is the most intensive phase of
a project’s life. For a large project
this work will take approximately two
years. Finally, the O&M phase includes
£m
ongoing
running and maintenance
work over a project’s 25 year lifetime.
Development

1.0

Construction

4

Given that UK developers have
little option except to import the
main turbine components, the fact
that almost half of construction
spend
and
over
two-thirds
of total
5
6
7
8
9 10 11 12 13 14
lifetime expenditure is within the
UK demonstrates the effort made
by industry to maximise UK content
where possible. More impressive
though has been how industry
has increased efforts to increase
local content across all parts of the
onshore wind value chain.

Operation & Maintenance

15

16

17

18
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How much investment
is spent locally or
regionally?
A typical UK wind farm will
invest £2.97m per MW3 over its
development, construction and O&M
stages). Of this, 69% (£2.06m per
MW) of this total spend is retained
within the UK economy.
48% is spent either in the English
region or devolved nation (Scotland,
Wales or NI) in which a typical wind
farm is located. This is worth £1.43m
per MW to the region/nation. 27%
(£0.81m) of overall spend is retained
within the local authority area.
We also know that of the 31% of
lifetime spend going out of the
UK, some of it ultimately returns
to the UK because there are many
companies based here which supply
components and services to turbine
manufacturers based outside the
UK. For example, Grantham based
BGB Innovations manufacture slip
rings, lightning protection and other
components for many of the world’s
leading turbine manufacturers, while
Orpington’s SEM Motors manufacture
electrical pitch control motors for
larger wind turbines. In addition, a
growing number of UK developers
are building and operating schemes
abroad and often utilise UK expertise
in the development, construction and
operation of these projects.

3

Share of investment, 2014
Overall (all stages)
Outside UK 31%
UK 69%
Region/Nation 48%
Local 27%

Development
UK 98%

Outside UK 2%
Region/Nation 59%

Local 13%

Construction
Outside UK 53%

UK 47%

Region/Nation 36%
Local 12%

Operation & Maintenance
Outside UK 13%
UK 87%
Region/Nation 58%
Local 42%

Proportion of costs at each project stage per MW
Development £150,216
Construction £1,318,875

Operation & Maintenance £1,496,675
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Percentage Share of Investment, 2014
Local

Nation/Region

UK

Development

13%

59%

98%

Construction

12%

36%

47%

Operation & Maintenance

42%

58%

87%

Overall (all Stages)

27%

48%

69%

As well as looking at percentage of
spend, these UK, regional/national
and local figures can also be used to
look at numbers of jobs and gross
value added which accrues either
nationally, into the English region
or devolved nation, or within the
individual local authority area.
There are 13,600 jobs and £906
million in gross value added (GVA) in
the UK economy as a whole thanks
to medium and large onshore wind.
Two-thirds of this – 9,200 jobs and
£569 million GVA – is being felt within
the relevant English region or nation.
Half of this regional/national benefit
is then spent at the local level (i.e. the
local authority area) around the UK’s
wind farms.
Overall, the results of this analysis
highlight the ability of onshore wind
to contribute strongly to economic
development in the UK.

Over two-thirds of project spend is
within the UK. Almost half of onshore
wind expenditure is focused either
in Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland
or the relevant English region. But
most importantly, we see that over
a quarter of all spending on a typical
onshore wind farm goes into the local
authority in which it is built4. And this
is without taking into account the
wider benefits of onshore wind for
local communities. The percentage
spent locally has grown since 2011 in
development, construction and O&M
because of efforts by UK wind energy
companies to use local firms and
ensure that the benefits to the local
and national economy are maximised.
This local, regional, national and
UK investment demonstrates how
onshore wind is helping to build a low
carbon economy at the same time as
minimising costs to the consumer.
This is a UK investment success story
which deserves greater exposure and
celebration.

“

The percentage
spent locally on
development,
construction and
O&M has grown
since 2011”
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2014 Economic Impact
Direct and Supply Chain Economic Impact at Stages of Project Lifecycle

The direct and supply chain economic impact associated with
the onshore wind sector is different in nature and scale for
projects at different stages of development.

Those stages are:
Development
Including project design, environmental studies, legal agreements,
project funding and planning permissions;

Construction
Including preparing the site, manufacturing and installing the wind
turbines, balance of plan and connecting to the grid; and

Operations and maintenance
Maintaining and operating the site and the turbines, typically over
a 25 year period.
There will also be further economic impacts at the decommissioning stage,
typically after 25 years operation. The direct and supply chain economic
impacts associated with each stage are discussed below.

Data Used
This study is an update of the previous report published in 2012. In order
to gain data from more recent onshore wind farm projects, developers
were approached to supply data on case studies. These case studies were
combined with those case studies from the previous study that had become
operational since 2011. In total 20 case studies were analysed (10 projects
developed since the start of 2012 and 10 from the previous study), with a
combined installed capacity of 341 MW.
The data from those case studies was then used to apply to the onshore wind
sector in 2014; that is the total GW capacity in development, construction
and operation in 2014. The case study data was also weighted according
to project size (so that data for large projects was not used to estimate the
impacts of smaller projects, or vice versa).
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Development Impacts
The total cost of development per
MW installed ranged from £11,000 to
over £700,000. The weighted average
cost was £150,216 per MW installed.
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Table 1: Weighted Development Costs per MW
UK

The majority of the development
costs (98%) were spent in the UK.
This includes 59% of development
costs spent regionally (for the case
studies in England) or in Scotland,
Wales or Northern Ireland (for case
studies based in these UK nations),
which in turn includes 13% of
development costs spent in the local
area (i.e. within the local authority
area in which the wind farm was
located).
The contract data from the case
studies (i.e. turnover data) has
been combined with turnover per
employee data and ratio of GVA to
turnover for relevant industries (Table
3 2) from National Statistics. This
table also shows the breakdown of
development costs into each of the
main components of work, based on
the case study data.

Outside UK

Region/Nation

Local

Unweighted
spend per MW

Weighted
spend per MW

% of spend

Local*

£16,076

£19,779

13%

Region/Nation*

£74,875

£88,193

59%

£146,794

£147,865

98%

UK
Outside UK

This provides a basis for estimating
the employment and GVA impacts,
based on the contract values (which
are in turnover terms). Based on the
information provided by the case
studies, the development process
typically takes place over four years.
As of at the end of December 2014
there were 12.1 GW either in the
planning system or approved but not
yet under construction5. In addition,
developers will undertake feasibility
studies for projects that do not proceed
to the planning stage. Research
by RenewableUK suggests that
developers will typically undertake
feasibility studies but not progress
any further for eight sites for every
one that enters the planning process.

Total

£2,804

£2,351

2%

£149,598

£150,216

100%

Source: BiGGAR Economics Case Studies (* the figures for UK include region/nation and the figures for region/nation
include local)

Table 2: GVA and Employment Ratios (Development Phase)
Turnover per
employee (£)

GVA/Turnover

120,965

0.569

87,041

0.777

Environmental Impact Assessment

101,102

0.653

Development Total

103,036

0.666

Project development
Legal and financial

Source: ONS, Annual Business Survey 2013, 2014
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Applying the data from the case
studies to the current level of
development provides an estimate
of the 2014 turnover in the UK
associated with wind farms in the
development stage of £743 million.
Of this, £100 million is in the area
local to the developments and £443
million in the region/nation.
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Table 3: Economic Impact of Development, 2014
Jobs
Local

GVA (£m)

Turnover (£m)

652

60.5

99.5

Region/Nation

3,119

272.9

443.5

UK

6,546

492.1

743.5

Applying the assumptions set out in
Table 2 gives the level of employment6
in the UK for wind farm development
as 6,546, contributing £492 million in
GVA, as set out in Table 3.

Construction Impacts
Based on the case studies, the
weighted average construction cost
per MW was £1.32 million and the
majority spent within ±15% of this
figure. The developers provided
further information on the three main
areas of construction spend:

Table 4: Weighted Construction Costs per MW
Outside UK

• Turbine;
• Balance of Plant; and
• Grid Connection.
On average, 47% of the construction
costs were spent in the UK including
12% in the local area and 36% in the
region or nation.

UK
Region/Nation

Local

As discussed above there are three
main components to the construction
process (balance of plant, turbines
and grid connection), and these can
each be split further into smaller
components.
The contract data from the case
studies has been combined with
turnover per employee data and GVA
to turnover ratios for relevant industries
(Table 5). This table also shows the
breakdown of construction costs into
each of the main components of work.
Where the data for the breakdown was
not given the average was taken across
the represented sectors.

Unweighted
spend per MW

Weighted
spend per MW

% of spend

Local*

£186,195

£158,501

12%

Region/Nation*

£461,635

£480,182

36%

UK

£606,940

£613,312

47%

Outside UK

£753,113

£705,563

53%

£1,360,053

£1,318,875

100%

Total

Source: BiGGAR Economics Case Studies (* the figures for UK include region/nation and the figures for region/nation
include local)
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The turbine contracts account for
the majority of the value of the
construction contracts, accounting
for 64.4%. The balance of plant
contracts account for 28.6% and the
grid connections account for 7.1%.
Therefore the weighted average for
construction shows there is one
employee per £137,942 in turnover
and a GVA/Turnover rate of 0.432
(Table 6).
As of the end of December 2014 there
were 1,357 MW in construction7.
This figure is lower than the average
level for the year 2014, which saw
an average of 1,487 MW under
construction during the year. The
average during the year was used
to calculate the impact throughout
the year because this gives a more
accurate estimation of the impact
during 2014, rather than taking a
snapshot at the end of the year.
The time period covered during the
construction phase of an onshore
wind farm development will vary
depending on a number of factors,
including the size and location of the
project. Analysis of the RenewableUK
Wind Energy Database found that the
average time that a development was
in the construction phase was 20.4
months.
Applying the data from the case
studies to the 2014 level of
construction provides an estimate
of the 2014 turnover in the UK
associated with wind farms in the
construction stage, £536 million. Of
this, £139 million is in the area local
to the projects and £420 million in the
region/nation.
Applying the assumptions set out
in Table 5 and Table 6 gives the level
of employment in the UK for wind
farm construction in 2011 as 3,697,
contributing £237 million in GVA.
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Table 5: Weighted Construction Costs per MW
Turnover per
employee (£)

GVA/
Turnover

% spend

Civil & Project Management

£120,965

0.569

44.6%

Roads

£198,610

0.365

12.2%

Substation Buildings

£198,610

0.365

4.9%

Turbine foundations & Hard Standings

£198,610

0.365

17.9%

£71,144

0.398

1.2%

Mechanical & Electrical Installation

£169,748

0.418

17.7%

Other (average)

£159,615

0.413

1.5%

Tower Manufacture

£107,145

0.432

10.4%

Other Manufacture

£151,241

0.410

72.3%

Other (average)

£129,672

0.422

17.3%

Engineering Services

£121,646

0.531

19.1%

Construction

£198,610

0.365

41.4%

Electrical Components

£154,916

0.359

3.2%

Industrial Equipment & Machinery

£169,260

0.442

3.2%

Other (average)

£163,802

0.419

33.1%

Balance of Plant

Landscaping / Forestry / Fencing

Turbine

Grid Connection

Source: ONS, Annual Business Survey 2013, 2014

Table 6: GVA and Employment Ratios (Construction Phase)
Turnover per
employee (£)

GVA/
Turnover

% spend

Balance of Plant Contract

150,194

0.458

28.6%

Turbine Contract

129,672

0.422

64.4%

Grid Connections Contract

163,802

0.419

7.1%

Total Construction

137,942

0.432

100.0%

Table 7: Economic Impact of Construction, 2014
Jobs

GVA (£m)

Turnover (£m)

897

59.3

138.6

Region/Nation

2,836

181.6

420.0

UK

2,836

236.8

536.5

Local

Onshore Wind: Economic Impacts in 2014

Operation and
Maintenance Impacts
Based on the case studies, the
annual cost of operations and
maintenance per MW installed ranged
from £23,000 to £130,000 per annum.
The operations and maintenance
costs were affected by the size of
development, land contracts and
whether the turbines were still under
warranty. The weighted average cost
was £59,867 per MW installed per
annum.
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Table 8: Operations and Maintenance Costs MW per annum
Outside UK

UK

Region/Nation

Local

The vast majority, 87%, of the
operation and maintenance spend
was in the UK, including 42% spent
in the local area and 58% which was
spent regionally.
The contract data from the case
studies has been combined with
turnover per employee data and
GVA to turnover ratios for relevant
industries (Table 9).
As of the end of December 2014
there were 7,936 MW in operation8.
Applying the data from the case
studies to the current level of
operational capacity provides an
estimate of the 2011 turnover in the
UK associated with wind farms in the
operations and maintenance stage,
£413 million. Of this, £200 million is
in the area local to the projects and
£275 million in the region/nation.
Applying the assumptions set out in
Table 9 gives level of employment
in the UK for wind farm operations
and maintenance in 2014 as 3,384
contributing £177.3 million in GVA,
as shown in Table 10.

Unweighted
spend per MW

Weighted
spend per MW

% of spend

Local*

£27,397

£25,244

42%

Region/Nation*

£36,790

£34,587

58%

UK

£58,057

£51,992

87%

Outside UK

£10,500

£7,875

13%

Total

£68,557

£59,867

100%

Source: BiGGAR Economics Case Studies (* the figures for UK include region/nation and the figures for region/nation
include local)

Table 9: GVA and Employment Ratios (Operations and Maintenance)
Turnover per
employee (£)

GVA/
Turnover

% spend

Turbine Maintenance

£154,923

0.364

31%

Site Maintenance

£109,844

0.440

6%

Operational Management

£122,500

0.584

11%

Land Agreements

£49,744

0.360

14%

Habitat Management costs

£83,600

0.337

0%

n/a

0.500

6%

Community Benefit

£47,967

0.342

7%

Other (Average)

£86,741

0.418

24%

£121,935

0.430

100%

Non-domestic rates (business rates)

Operations & Maintenance Total
Source: ONS, Annual Business Inquiry 2010
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Table 10: Economic Impact of Operations and Maintenance
Jobs

GVA (£m)

Turnover (£m)

Local

3,074

79.3

200.3

Region/Nation

3,273

114.4

274.6

UK

3,384

177.3

412.6

Table 11: Total Direct & Supply Chain Economic Impact
Jobs

GVA (£m)

Turnover (£m)

Development

6,546

492.1

743.5

Construction

3,697

236.8

536.5

Operation & Maintenance
Total

3,384

177.3

412.6

13,627

906.3

1,692.6

Summary of Direct and
Supply Chain Economic
Impact in 2014
As shown in Table 11, taking all of the
stages together gives a total 2014
direct and supply chain economic
impact of the onshore wind sector of
13,600 jobs and GVA of £906 million9.
The total local direct and supply chain
economic impact of the sector is
estimated at just over 4,600 jobs and
£199 million GVA (Table 12) and the
total regional/national economic impact
is estimated at just over 9,200 jobs and
£569 million GVA (Table 13).

Note: columns may not sum to totals, due to rounding

Overall Share
of Investment

Table 12: Total Direct & Supply Chain Economic Impact (Local), 2014
Jobs

GVA (£m)

Turnover (£m)

Development

652

60.5

99.5

Construction

897

59.3

138.6

Operation & Maintenance

3,074

79.3

200.3

Total

4,622

199.1

438.4

Note: columns may not sum to totals, due to rounding

Table 13: Total Direct & Supply Chain Economic Impact
(Region/Nation), 2014
Jobs

GVA (£m)

Turnover (£m)

Development

3,119

272.9

443.4

Construction

2,836

181.6

420.0

Operation & Maintenance

3,273

114.4

274.6

Total

9,227

568.9

1,138.0

Note: columns may not sum to totals, due to rounding

The proportion of the investment and
costs of the onshore wind sector that
are retained within the UK economy
(and in regional/national and local
economies) varies for the different
stages of the project lifestyle. It is
lowest during the construction stage;
however, this typically lasts for less
than two years. The proportion
maintained in the UK is higher during
the operation and maintenance stage,
which is much longer lasting, typically
25 years.
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As summarised in Figure 1, taking
the total investment and costs into
account (over the development,
construction and operations and
maintenance stages), 69% of the
total spend is retained within the UK
economy. Almost half (48%) of total
spend is retained in the region/nation
in which the individual wind farms
are located and more than a quarter
(27%) is retained within the local
authority area.
The figures shown in Figure 1 above
relate to spend (i.e. turnover) rather
than GVA impacts. They are based
on the figures contained in Table 1,
Table 4 and Table 8.
The total spend per MW has been
estimated as £150,216 per MW
during the development stage
(Table 1), £1,318,875 per MW during
the construction stage (Table 4) and
£59,867 per MW per year during the
operations and maintenance stage
(Table 8), which typically lasts 25
years and is therefore estimated at
£1,496,675 per MW over this period.
This gives a total spend over the
project lifecycle of £2,965,766, as
split out in Figure 2.
Of this, 98% of development stage
spending (£147,865, see Table 1),
47% of construction spending
(£613,312, see Table 4) and 87%
of operations and maintenance
spending (£51,992 per year totaling
£1,299,800 over 25 years, see
Table 8) is retained in the UK. This
gives a total spend in the UK over
the project lifecycle of £2,060,977,
69% of all spending.
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Figure 1: Share of investment, 2014
Overall (all stages)
Outside UK 31%
UK 69%
Region/Nation 48%
Local 27%

Development
UK 98%

Outside UK 2%
Region/Nation 59%

Local 13%

Construction
Outside UK 53%

UK 47%

Region/Nation 36%
Local 12%

Operation & Maintenance
Outside UK 13%
UK 87%
Region/Nation 58%
Local 42%

Figure 2: Proportion of costs at each project stage per MW
Development £150,216
Construction £1,318,875

Operation & Maintenance £1,496,675
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Impact per MW
The analysis summarised above
calculates the economic contribution
at each stage of the project lifestyle,
during which the impacts vary,
peaking during the construction stage.
At the end of December 2014, there
were 7.9 GW of installed onshore
wind farms, with 1.4 GW under
construction and 12.1 GW either in
the planning process or approved but
not yet under construction.
By dividing the total contribution to
the UK economy of each phase by
the total capacity of projects at each
phase, it is possible to calculate
the average jobs and GVA impacts
per MW, in development, under
construction and in operation.
Table 14 provides those ratios for the
UK economy, showing, based on the
experience of what has happened in
previous projects, that for each 1MW
of installed capacity, it would be
reasonable to expect:
• 0.54 jobs and £40,631 GVA in
the UK economy to be supported
during the development stage;
• 2.49 jobs and £159,251 GVA in
the UK economy to be supported
during the construction stage; and
• 0.43 jobs and £22,347 GVA per
year in the UK economy to be
supported during the 25 year
operations and maintenance stage.
The economic contribution of the
onshore wind sector varies over the
lifecycle for individual projects. Figure
3 shows how the jobs supported
peaks during the construction period
and that there are employment
benefits that continue throughout the
25 year operations and maintenance
stage.
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Table 14: Economic Contribution per MW per Stage (UK Economy)
MW (end 2014)

Jobs per MW

Development

12,113

0.54

40,631

Construction

1,487

2.49

159,251

Operation & Maintenance

7,936

0.43

22,347

Figure 4 illustrates the cumulative
GVA contribution per MW, over
a typical project lifecycle. The
cumulative total GVA impact on
the UK economy is in excess of £1
million per MW during the full project
lifecycle. This consists of:
– £40,631 per year over the
development stage that typically
lasts 4 years, a total for this stage
of £162,524;
– £159,251 per year over the
construction stages that typically
lasts 2 years, a total for this stage
of £318,502; and
– £22,347 per year over the 25 year
operations and maintenance stage,
a total for this stage of £558,675.

GVA per MW (£)

70%
50%
UK

60%
40%
50%
30%
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Figure 4: UK GVA Per MW During Phases (Cumulative)
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Changes since 2011
The economic impact described above is significantly higher
than in 2011. The total turnover associated with the onshore
wind sector in the UK in 2011 was £1,118 million. By 2014 this
had grown to £1,691 million, an increase of £573 million.
Between 2011 and 2014, the economic contribution of the
onshore wind sector to the UK has increased:
– from 8,600 jobs to 13,600 jobs, an increase of 58%
– from £548m to £906m GVA, an increase of 65%.
Growth in Installed
Capacity

Higher Development
Costs per MW

Growth in UK, Regional
and Local impacts

Between January 2012 and
December 2014 the installed capacity
grew from 4.5 GW to 7.9 GW. This
growth of 76% means that there
has been a substantial increase in
the total turnover associated with
the operations and maintenance
stage. In addition to this, the average
expenditure on operations and
maintenance per MW also increased
slightly during this time frame.

The costs during the development
stages have grown from £108,759 per
MW in 2011 to £150,216 per MW in
2014. This is an increase of 38% and
would have contributed an additional
£200.2 million in turnover on its own.
This is equivalent to 35% of the total
growth.

There has been a significantly greater
impact from the proportion of the UK
impact which has been captured at
a more local level. This reflects the
efforts of many developers to engage
in initiatives to maximise local supply
chain and employment impacts.

The increase in installed capacity on
its own would have contributed an
additional £163.2 million turnover to
the UK, equivalent to 28% of the total
growth in turnover. The increased
expenditure on operations and
maintenance on its own would have
contributed £29.4 million turnover in
the UK, equivalent to 5% of the total
growth in turnover.

Table 15 and Figure 5 show the
change in contracts capture by area
between the end of 2011 and the end
of 2014. This shows that although
there has not been significantly more
value captured within the UK, the
proportion that is captured in the
local area has grown substantially
for each of the contract areas. The
largest growth has been in the
construction, which saw an increase
from 7% of contracts awarded at the
Local level in 2011 to 12% in 2014.

Onshore Wind: Economic Impacts in 2014
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Table 15: Change in contracts accrued by study area

Note on other
RenewableUK Research

Local

Nation/Region

UK

13%

59%

98%

Development (2011)

8%

41%

98%

Construction (2014)

12%

36%

47%

Development (2014)

Construction (2011)

7%

29%

45%

Operation & Maintenance (2014)

42%

58%

87%

Operation & Maintenance (2011)

29%

65%

90%

This report has been based on an
analysis of onshore wind projects
while Working for a Green Britain &
Northern Ireland and the updated
figures reported in the State of the
Industry are based on analysis of
a survey of industry organisations.
The methodologies are therefore not
comparable.

Figure 5: Change in contracts accrued by study area
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RenewableUK has also published
other estimates of employment in the
sector, notably Working for A Green
Britain & Northern Ireland (2013)10,
and most recently the estimates in
the State of the Industry11 published
in October 2014.

O&M
(2011)

O&M
(2014)

However, the two methods have
found impacts of a similar order
of magnitude. This report puts UK
employment in onshore wind in 2014
at 13,600 while the 2014 State of the
Industry report found that there were
15,000 direct jobs in the onshore and
offshore wind sector, plus substantial
indirect employment.

Per MW Jobs (UK)

Development

Construction

Operation & Maintenance
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